
... where comfort meets technology
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MiBed® are the only adjustable beds
made entirely in one UK factory. The
result is superior quality that your body
will love, so you can utterly unwind and
sleep blissfully.  It’s all about the base ...

 Adjust away any aches. Each MiBed®

base has Motion Intelligence to relieve
minor aches and pains.  You can adjust 
it to perfectly support different areas of
your body.

Healthier too.  Our beds improve
circulation as you can adjust the angle
you sleep at to put less pressure on 
your heart.

The pressure’s off.  You can adjust each
bed to support your spine’s natural
contours.  This gives you a healthier
posture and relieves any pressure put on
your joints, giving you a deeper, more
restful sleep.

Bespoke for a better nights sleep. All our
models have a high specification with
optional enhancements so you can
create a bespoke bed that’s made just
for you - page 28 onwards.

The finest quality. MiBed® mechanisms
are robust, smooth and quiet, with built-in
safety features exceeding both UK and
European standards.

Supreme comfort, 5-year Guarantee.
Exceptional design, excellent choice and
extraordinary value: your MiBed® motion
bed is your passport to sublime comfort
and relaxation.

Furmanac have been a market leader
in motion intelligence furniture since
1968 and are currently the UK’s largest
manufacturer of adjustable beds and
motion bed frames.
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As recommended by

Dr Bryan 
Fehilly
Senior 
Occupational
Health 
Physician
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Upgrade to an Elite Base for sublime levels of comfort with all these features
as standard.
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Bolt-on wireless controlled 
massage unit

Luxury chrome castors Tension sliders and upgraded
ventilation slats

Backlit wireless remote control with
memory to store your favourite positions

Under-bed light Raised suspension slats

The Elite base has a weight limit of 18 stone.
For 18-25 stone, see our heavy duty frame on page 32. 5



This is a superior selection of mattress fillings to give you even more luxury and comfort.
Just choose your mattress and your base - either an Executive MiBed® base, or upgrade
to an Elite base. Then choose a headboard from pages 28-29.

Each Executive MiBed® has all these features as standard:

● 5 Part K Frame for unique, customisable support to different areas of your body.

● Sprung beech slats with a natural ‘give’, offering you improved back support.

● Emergency lowering motor to lower the bed in the event of a power cut.

● Ergonomic wireless remote control to raise/lower the back, the feet or both.

● Splash proof motor.

● Twin wheel castors for smooth easy movement.

● 50+ fabrics available - see the full choice of top quality Belgian damask covers at 
www.furmanac.com  or we can make it in your own fabric.
The Executive Collection beds can support users up to 18 or 25 stone.

Executive Collection
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Lewes

●  50mm memory foam on 1200ct pocket springs
●  Hand-tufted for greater support
●  Cotton viscose cover
●  Breathable air vents
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

Our Lewes mattress helps you to sleep deeper as it has
more pocket springs, plus a generous memory foam
layer that instantly cushions, supports and eliminates any
pressure points when you lie down and turn over. It has a
soft touch cover, breathable air vents to keep you cool,
plus it’s hand tufted in the traditional way for a beautiful
buttoned effect and a firmer feel.

Medium feel

Balmoral

●  Luxurious Cashgora with natural wool and silk
●  Choice of 1200 or 2150ct pocket springs
●  Hand-tufted for greater support
●  Features a summer and winter side
●  Cotton viscose cover
●  Breathable air vents
●  1200 supports weight to 18 stone; 2150 up to 25 stone

Our luxurious Balmoral mattress has a choice of 1200 or
2150 pocket springs. Remember: more springs = more
comfort and strength. Tufted for a buttoned look and
greater firmness, it’s sumptuously soft with a blend of
Cashgora, wool and silk fillings to help you sleep
effortlessly. Plus, it has a warmer winter and cooler
summer side - helped by the breathable air vents - so you
feel comfortable all year round.

1200 - Medium feel
2150 - Medium-Firm feel

Orford

●  50mm pure latex on 1200ct pocket springs
●  Hand-tufted for greater support
●  Cotton viscose cover
●  Breathable air vents
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

Our top quality latex mattress means you’re more
comfortable, move less, sleep better and deeper. It also
rejuvenates you, helping with your health and wellbeing.
The Orford has a 50mm quality latex layer over a 1200ct
pocket spring unit. It’s beautifully button finished as the
cotton viscose covered mattress is traditionally hand-
tufted for a firmer feel. The breathable  air vents also keep
you cooler. The effect is simply blissful.

Medium feel
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●  50mm of memory foam on 
    1000ct pocket springs
●  Viscose quilted zip-off cover
●  Foam encapsulated for edge-to-edge support
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Bramber gives you a slightly firmer Medium feel than
the Powis as it’s completely encapsulated in foam for
superior edge-to-edge support, so you won’t roll off or
feel your partner get out of bed. It has all the benefits of
the Powis - the reactive memory foam on 1000 individual
pocket springs, plus the soft touch viscose cover and
the cooling, drying Adaptive sleep technology.

Medium feel

Broncroft

●  50mm pure latex on 1000ct pocket springs
●  Viscose quilted panel
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Foam encapsulated for edge-to-edge support
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Broncroft has the same luxury cushioning as the
Radcliffe with flexible latex, softer touch viscose
panelling, Adaptive treatment and pocket springs -
1000 of them here - but it has edge-to-edge support as
it’s completely encapsulated in foam. It feels even more
comfortable with supportive cushioning ... so you
unwind straight away. Plus, you sleep more soundly with
less movement when you or your partner turns or gets
out of bed.

Medium feel

Conwy

●  50mm memory foam on reflex foam
●  Viscose quilted zip-off cover
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Conwy has all the Mitford’s features, but with a
softer, squashier feel, so you sumptuously sink into it as
you drift off. So, like the Mitford, you also sleep better as
the memory and reflex foam supports your contours;
you stay cool and dry with its Adaptive sleep treatment;
you can feel how soft the viscose quilted cover feels
and you can keep it fresh as it zips off for washing.

So feel

Quick Ship

Available

Mitford

●  50mm memory foam on reflex foam
●  Viscose quilted zip-off cover
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Supports weight up to 25 stone

The Mitford gives you superb deep sleep as your
contours are cushioned and supported by both the
memory and reflex foam. You’ll stay cool, dry and
comfortable without overheating throughout the night
as it’s treated with Adaptive sleep technology. It feels
softer to the touch as it has a viscose cover with a
straight line quilted design. The cover zips off so it’s easy
to wash and keep it fresh.

Firm feel

Quick Ship

Available
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Witton

●  1000ct pocket springs
●  Viscose knitted, quilted cover
●  Breathable, fresh air vents
●  Flag stitched handles
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Witton is our great value, entry-level Executive
mattress. It gives you a great night’s sleep with individual
supportive cushioning from 1000 pocket springs. You
stay cool and dry as it has Adaptive sleep technology,
plus breathable air vents. And the cover is both quilted
and soft as it’s knitted viscose. It never needs turning
over: the extra strength flag-stitched handles makes
rotating it from head-to-toe so easy.

So-Medium feel

Powis

●  50mm of memory foam on 1200ct pocket springs
●  Viscose quilted zip-off cover
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Breathable air vents
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Powis combines the best of the Mitford and Conwy.
It still has the same contouring memory foam, the soft
touch viscose cover and the cooling, drying Adaptive
sleep technology. But it’s even more comfortable and
supportive as the memory foam sits on 1200 pocket
springs that individually flex to perfectly cushion and
support your body every time you move. It also keeps
you cooler as it has breathable air vents.

So-Medium feel

Radcliffe

●  50mm pure latex on 1200ct pocket springs
●  Viscose quilted panel
●  Breathable air vents
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone

The Radcliffe is a classic British design from start to finish.
It’s softer, more yielding and even more comfortable
with a luxuriously soft viscose quilted panelling. It’s
naturally pliant thanks to the latex layer that rests on
1200 pocket springs that individually respond to your
every movement. You’ll sleep better and stay cool, dry
and comfortable as it has Adaptive sleep technology.

So-Medium feel
12 
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Worcester
●  Layers of natural wool and silk
●  1200ct or 2150ct pocket springs
●  Hand-stitched for added support
●  Breathable air vents
●  Supports weight up to 18 stone
The Worcester is our top quality Executive mattress with
sumptuous layers of luxurious top quality fillings,
including natural wool and silk and has meticulously
hand-stitched sides for supreme support. So you’ll enjoy
blissful sleep and wake refreshed and rejuvenated. It has
your choice of 1200 or sheer indulgence 2150 pocket
springs. The Worcester is the final word in luxury sleeping.

1200 - Medium feel; 
2150 - Medium-Firm feel

Walden

●  50mm of memory foam on 1000ct pocket springs
●  Breathable air vents
●  Foam encapsulated for edge-to-edge support
●  Treated with Adaptive
●  Hand-tufted for greater support
●  Supports weight up to 25 stone

The Walden gives you a great sleep every night as its
memory foam and 1000 pocket springs support you
and respond to your every movement. It has a slightly
firmer feel than latex mattresses as it’s hand tufted for a
beautiful button finish and completely encapsulated in
foam for superior edge-to-edge support. It keeps you
cool, dry and comfortable as it has breathable air vents,
plus Adaptive sleep technology.

Medium feel

14 
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Pocket Spring 

It’s the superior quality foundation for almost
all our mattresses. 100s of individual springs in
fabric pockets give perfect independent
support to your body’s contours. With 2 or 3x
more springs = more comfort and support. So
you won’t roll-together, roll off or disturb your
partner as you turn or get out of bed. 

Memory Foam 

Experience weightlessness with this space-age
comfort, originated by NASA to absorb G-
forces. Memory foam eases achy joints, pains
and pressure points, maximising comfort and
support for your neck, shoulders and legs by
moulding itself to your contours. It gives you
orthopaedic and other health benefits, so you
sleep better. Firmer than latex, it reduces
tossing and turning by up to 80%.

Latex 

Latex has a natural elasticity and feels
springier than memory foam. It perfectly
cushions and supports your contours easing
pressure points that make you toss and turn.
You’ll have a more comfortable sleep as it’s
excellent at ‘breathing’, reducing heat and
controlling moisture. It regulates the
temperature better than any foam mattresses.
Healthier too, especially for allergy and asthma
sufferers as it’s hypoallergenic and
antimicrobial.

Adaptive Fabric

This specialist treatment transforms your sleep
by wicking away and evaporating moisture.
This keeps you cooler and dryer throughout
the night, so you sleep better as you’re not
overheating.

 15
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Cool Gel Support

●  The main benefits plus
    100mm support foam

Keep cool and carry on sleeping.
That’s the beauty of this bed. 
If you struggle to sleep because
you’re too hot or you feel pressure 
on your joints, limbs and back, then
this bed is for you.

Firm feel

Cool Gel Lux

●  The main benefits plus
    150mm support foam
●  Foam encapsulated for a
    firmer edge

It has a deeper level of foam for 
a softer, squashier feel, so it will feel
like your old favourite bed from 
day one.

So feel

Cool Gel Ultra

●  The main benefits plus
    100mm support foam

Our top quality Gel mattress gives
you exceptional levels of luxurious
comfort and support as it also sits
on an extra layer of 1000ct pocket
springs that react in harmony to
your contours and your every move.

So-Medium feel

Adapts to your body’s curves to relieve pressure points

Resilient and hardwearing, for long lasting support

Open cell design keeps you dry and cool by wicking away moisture and heat

GelAir Collection
Keep cooler and enjoy deeper, more comfortable sleep every night.  All these mattresses have these
main benefits:
●  Heavy knitted, deep quilted zip cover, infused with thermal gels
●  50mm GelAir foam

 17



These are our most affordable beds and much better than a traditional bed. They’re full of
essential quality, comfort and style, plus they have all the benefits of Motion Intelligence
advanced adjustable technology ...

Each Essential MiBed® base has it’s own unique fabric, plus all these features as standard:
● 5 Part K Frame for unique, customisable support to different areas of your body.
● Sprung beech slats with a natural ‘give’, offering you improved back support.
● Emergency lowering motor to lower the bed in the event of a power cut.
● Ergonomic wired handset to raise/lower the back, the feet or both.
● Splash proof motor.
● Twin wheel castors for smooth easy movement.

The Essential Collection beds can support users up to 18 or 25 stone.

Essential Collection

18 



Launceston
●   Reflex foam mattress
●   Zip off cover
●   Non-slip base panel
●   Supports weight up to 25 stone with the 
    Heavy duty base upgrade Firm feel

The Launceston gives you greater support. It
has a Firm feel thanks to the reflex foam that
cushions and supports your contours in a
similar way to memory foam, but is ideal for
more orthopaedic mattresses. Plus, it
supports even more than both the Hylton
and Wentworth, up to 25 stone. The zip-off
cover makes it easy to wash, keep fresh and
stay looking its best.

Mattress only or

Mattress & Base
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Wentworth 

Quick Ship

Available

●   800ct pocket spring unit
●   Hand tufted for greater support
●   Fresh air ventilators
●   Flag stitched handles
●   Supports weight up to 18 stone

Medium feel

The Wentworth has the same extra strength
flag stitched handles so it’s easier to turn;
breathable air vents to keep you cool, plus
800 pocket springs to give you luxurious
cushioning and support so you’ll sleep
wonderfully. But it goes one better: its plush
layers are hand-tufted for a gorgeous button
effect. This also gives greater support, so the
Wentworth has a Medium feel.

Mattress only or

Mattress & Base
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Hylton
●   800ct pocket spring unit

●   Knitted panel fabric, quilted, straight line design

●   Fresh air ventilators

●   Flag stitched handles So-Medium feel

Exceptional value for money, this entry-level
mattress and base set still has 800 pocket
springs to luxuriously support you to give you
great sleep. Plus it has a soft touch knitted
cover, quilted in a stylish straight line. The
fresh air ventilators let the mattress breathe
so you keep cooler. Plus flag-stitched handles
give it extra strength. It never needs flipping
over, just rotating from head to toe.

Mattress & Base only
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● All surrounds are easy to move and assemble
as they only have 4 parts

Four Part Surrounds

A stylish alternative to the traditional 
divan-style bed bases.

40+ fabric swatches available, 
visit: www.furmanac.com

22 



● Special sizes available on this model
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● All surrounds have an integral, fully upholstered 
head- and foot-board

Four Part 
Surrounds

24 
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● All surrounds are perfectly complemented by any MiBed® mattress

 25



High/Low Bed

●  5 part adjustable profile with integral 
   raise and lower facility
●  4 motors: 2 for profiling and 2 for lift

●  350mm lift maximum
●  Weight adjuster zone
●  Load bearing points, bolted and sleeved

Shown on skittle legs

26 



Ideal for you and them. Our top quality High/Low profile beds have 5 adjustable
sections to especially benefit both home care and for care homes, helping both
individuals with special needs and their carers.

Easier to get in and out of bed. With the motors you can raise or lower the whole
bed frame to the perfect height, so getting in and out of bed unaided is easier.

Choose the perfect comfortable angle. Raise the head/backrest, plus raise the leg
section - the knee break helps prevent you sliding down the bed.

Optional hoist can help you move and turn to ease any pressure points - see 
page 33.

High/Low beds are available on skittle legs, minimum height 8”, or a full divan base.
They can support weights up to 18 stone.

 27
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Ealing Littleton Hastings

Hampton Roma Harrow

Soho Milan Lawrence

To perfectly complement your chosen MiBed®, just add any of our headboards
in the same matching fabric. All our headboards are in standard bed widths.

28 
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Kingston Ludlow Preston

Penzance Regent Denton

Jackson Chelsea Bellingham

They are all either on struts or have a full-height option, with the exception of
the Denton, Jackson, Kingston, Lawrence, Littleton, Penzance and Roma, which
are only on extended legs. 29
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All drawers have a standard 140mm height and 570mm length.

End drawer sizes are as follows:

Bed size: End drawer width:

2ft 6in 385mm

3ft Standard single 535mm

4ft 805mm

4ft 6 Standard double 955mm

Side drawers:

Continental for only 2ft 6, 3ft and 3ft 6 beds

North/South split for 5ft and 6ft beds

Head: 535mm width. Foot: 805mm width

First draw is positioned 19cm from the head base.

Small drawers, East/West split: 4ft, 4ft 6, 5ft, 6ft.

Head: 535mm width. Foot: 535mm width.

30 
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All bases can be ordered in full depth at 13in - with 2in castors - or
shallow depth at 8in with skittle legs at 3-10in high.
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Knock Down
For houses with limited access

Our 2ft 6in and 3ft beds can be cut in half - known as Knock Down
or KD - so they can be installed upstairs without any difficulty.

A KD bed arrives in three parts -  the mattress and two base halves
which have the adjustable actions bolted inside them.

Our 4ft and 4ft 6in bases are east/west split, so only the action will
be cut in half. 

Heavy Duty Frame
For users weighing 18-25 stone, the frame on the single sized heavy
duty base is made from metal, and is available for 2ft 6in, 3ft, 4ft
and 4ft 6in width models.

Please note: Drawers are not available on a heavy duty base.

Waterproof Mattress - Venus
Our Venus mattress has 50mm memory foam on a latex or reflex
foam for a firm feel. The Venus also features a waterproof stretch
cover that is 44% PU and 56% PA.

32 



Side Retaining Clip
This secures the mattress in place
and reduces movement while the
bed is in use.

Reading Light
Our reading light can be
attached to any of our
headboards. It has a power
button and a flexible
adjustable neck so you
can alter them to the
perfect position.

Grab Rail
Our heavy duty grab
rail is ideal to help you
get in and out of bed
with ease, so it gives
you both confidence
and independence. It’s
easy to clean and
made to fit your
MiBed®.

Cot Sides
Our cot sides help prevent
the user from inadvertently
rolling out of bed.

Hoist
Our over-bed hoist helps with
sitting up, getting in and out
of bed - and when changing
positions to improve comfort
and ease pressure points.
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Bolt-on Radio Frequency Massage unit
Give yourself the ultimate luxury of a massage in bed

● Backlit wireless remote control of the massage, MiBed® action 
and underbed lighting

● Memory feature so your MiBed® moves to your preferred
pre-set position at the touch of a button

● Inbuilt facility to control your MiBed®

● Pulse/Wave/Constant massage options to suit you

● The remote handset also includes a handy torch

Synchronise a pair of 2ft 6in or 3ft

If you have a 4 part surround with a pair of 2ft 6in beds (as a 
5ft bed) or a pair of 3ft beds (as a 6ft bed), you can synchronise
the motors so the adjustable motion applies to both mattresses.

You can also use this option if you have a one-piece 5ft or 6ft
mattress.

Comes with underbed lighting

34 
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All beds have a standard length of 6ft 6in (200cm), and are available in the
following standard widths:

● 2ft 6in (76cm) ● 4ft 6in (137cm) - standard Double
● 3ft (90cm) - standard Single ● 5ft (152cm) - standard King size
● 3ft 6in (107cm) ● 6ft (182cm) - standard Super King
● 4ft (122cm)

Please note:
● 5 King Size or 6 Super King beds: you can either choose two single mattresses

or have the bed as a one-piece mattress. Two single bases will be linked.
● 4 and 4 6in Double: bases have a double motor with a single action, 

single occupancy only.
● 4 and 4 6in bases on legs come as one surround.
● Special lengths are available on request.
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71 Pensnett Trading Estate
Kingswinford DY6 7FF

01384 408844
www.furmanac.com

Visit our website to learn more about the full range
of products from Furmanac, including:


